1987 f150 transmission

It was produced in three different overdrive ratios for use in Ford F and some limited F full-size
light-duty 2WD and 4WD pickup trucks. With its tower-located cane shifter, the RTS
transmission has been a popular choice for Model A and early V8 Ford four-speed overdrive
transmission conversions, and a number of people have made complete kits available to do the
transmission swap and conversion. There is both a Ford part number and a Tremec part number
cast into the LH side of the aluminum case. The overdrive ratio of a Tremec RTS transmission
can be identified by a sheet metal tag which is riveted to the front RH side of the case. This is
useful when evaluating a loose transmission at a junk yard or swap meet. Beyond identifying
the OD ratio, the two-character alpha code following the 'RTS' will identify the original
transmission assembly as being for a 2WD or 4WD, and identify which speedometer drive gear
it was originally equipped with. The various other codes stamped on the Tremec tag identify the
production date, the Ford service designation number, and the Tremec unit serial number. The
Transmission Specifications table below shows the Ford and aftermarket part numbers and
tooth counts of the various gears in each RTS transmission configuration. It is recommended to
use the Model AA truck four-speed transmission clutch bell housing rather than the Model A
three-speed transmission clutch housing as the basis for the conversion. The Model AA truck
clutch housing is shorter fore-aft than a Model A three-speed housing and its use requires less
if any modification to the frame center crossmember for clearance to the transmission and
U-Joint covers. Model AA and BB housings are not interchangeable with each other. Use of
either the Model AA or BB clutch housing does however require fabrication of brake and clutch
pedal mounting provisions. A provision for mounting the emergency brake handle to the
transmission must also be fabricated. The shift lever opening position in the floorboard and mat
is slightly affected, moving rearward. The Model AA throwout bearing hub, clutch release shaft,
arm, and pressure plate are used. Alternatively, a 9 inch diaphragm pressure plate and matching
clutch driven disc for a Ford Thunderbird or Mustang SVO 2. Overdrives are a Physics problem,
not just a Mathematics problem! Any vehicle would benefit from the added engine torque and
horsepower of a 5. Essentially, top vehicle speed will occur when aerodynamic drag equals
power output. Highlighted below are the relative drivability improvements of various
transmission gearings compared to the stock Model A gearing. Assumptions are based on
stock tire sizes and engine configuration. It is fully synchronized. All forward gears are
helical-type and are in constant mesh. The forward gear changes are accomplished with
synchronizer sleeves. Reverse is provided through a reverse idler sliding gear which slides on a
reverse idler gear. The reverse idler gear is in constant mesh with the countershaft gear. In
reverse the spur-type gear on the reverse idler sliding gear meshes with the gear on the
synchronizer hub. The top mounted shifter operates shift rails in the transmission cover
assembly. The first-second fork and the reverse fork are attached directly to these rails. The
third and overdrive shift fork is attached to a shift rail which is mounted in the transmission
case. Third and overdrive are shifted by means of a shift pawl mounted on a rail in the
transmission cover, contacting an overdrive shift control link in the transmission. This shift
control link contacts the shift fork in the transmission. A shift interlock system located in the
transmission cover prevents the engagement of more than one gear at a time. The transmission
case, cover, and extension housing are aluminum. The mating surfaces of these components
are sealed with Anaerobic Sealer Gasket Eliminator. You may also find a similar four-speed
'RTS style' non-Jeep top shift aluminum case transmission, but without Ford casting numbers
or logo, and having only a Tremec case number C I believe they may have been non-Ford
replacement F transmissions supplied by Tremec to aftermarket transmission shops. The first
three characters on the Tremec tag should be 'RTS', and be immediately followed by a
two-character alpha code as shown in the pic above, and in Column 1 in the table below. The
two-character alpha code will identify the overdrive ratio as originally built by Tremec.
Specification compilation courtesy of Al Berry Green-shaded cells indicate parts which are still
generally available new in the aftermarket. Modification to the Tremec transmission itself
involves: Drilling and tapping the front of the case for the Model AA clutch housing attaching
bolt locations. Reduction of the front main bearing retainer diameter size to fit the Model AA
clutch housing. Replacement of the tail shaft extension with a suitable rear bearing retainer
adaptor plate. Shortening, splining, drilling and tapping of the rear of the transmission output
main shaft for mounting the Model A universal joint. Adaptation of the shift lever to suit the
user's needs. A Jeep T one-piece cane shift lever can be easily adapted to replace the Ford stub
shifter shaft. Search for Crown Automotive shift lever. Improper gearing results in lugging the
engine at low RPMs and destroying Babbitt engine bearings! Lugging occurs when the engine
is operated under load at below peak torque for any length of time. Also, don't forget to improve
your brakes! Blue-shaded attributes are equivalent to the stock Model A. Green-shaded
transmissions, ratios, and attributes are preferred for improved drivability compared to stock

Model A. Yellow-shaded attributes are questionable, and Red-shaded are the least desirable.
Stock Model B cid L4 3. The taller 1st and 2nd gear ratios of the Model B and early V8
transmissions improves the drivability and shift points greatly compared to that of the Model A
transmission. Increased engine Torque and HP are highly recommended. Synchronized 2nd and
3rd gears. Fully synchronized. Taller 1st and 2nd gear ratios are much more favorable compared
to stock Model A. Better suited for city driving and general driveability. Increased engine Torque
and HP are required for highway driving. Increased engine Torque and HP are required. OEM
Application:. Ford Type:. Tremec Type:. Case Material:. Fully Synchronized:. Stock Model A cid
L4. Stock Model B cid L4. Not Recommended - no benefits for most cars! The eighth generation
of the Ford F-Series is a line of pickup trucks and light- to medium-duty commercial trucks
produced by Ford from to While the cab and chassis was carried over to the new model, the
model was more streamlined, and maintenance items were made simpler. The exterior was
facelifted with new composite headlamps, a more aerodynamic front end, and circular fenders.
Inside, the interior was given a complete redesign. Rear antilock brakes were now standard, the
first pickup truck to boast this. For the first time, all models were produced with straight-sided
Styleside beds; the Flareside bed was discontinued except for a small number of early models
using leftover beds with new circular fenders. In Ford premiered the 9th gen tail lights the white
reverse light was decreased in size on the last year of the 8th generation. For , a "Nite" trim
package was introduced. The new-for F-Super Duty was essentially a Class 4 truck built as a
chassis cab, with an aftermarket bed specific to its future use added after the truck was built.
The F-Super Duty came with dual fuel tanks with a dash-mounted toggle switch to switch
between each tank, while using only a single fuel gauge. It came with a PTO used to power
attachments, such as winches or a dump bed, directly from the transmission. All wheels were
lug with dual wheels in the rear. The transmission was a three-speed automatic, with the
four-speed electronically controlled E4OD as an option beginning in In a move to further update
the F-Series engine lineup, the 4. A year later, Ford became the first pickup truck manufacturer
to sell a fully non-carbureted engine lineup as the 5. For , the diesel V8 from International
Navistar was enlarged to from to cubic inches 6. While the dated 3-speed column-mounted
manual transmission was discontinued, much of the rest of the transmission lineup carried over
from the trucks. For the F and light-duty F, the heavier-duty Borg-Warner T18 4-speed manual
remained available, while the Mazda-built M5OD 5-speed manual was added to the model lineup
for 4. Four-wheel-drive improvements included the addition of automatic locking hubs for the F
in Models with the 5. Based on its two-wheel-drive twin I-beam suspension from , Ford mounted
a Dana 44 or Dana 50 differential in the driver-side front axle beam and transmitted torque to the
passenger-side wheel with a U-jointed axleshaft. TTB coil springs were still used on the F, while
the four-wheel-drive F and F got leaf springs. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected
from Ford F-Series eighth generation. Main article: Ford F-Series. This article needs additional
citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources.
Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor vehicle. Gasoline : 3. Popular
Mechanics. Hearst Magazines. Archived from the original on Fleet Owner. FM Business
Publications. Ford vehicles. Ford Motor Company. E-Series Cutaway F F Category Commons.
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